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We all have “HOLIDAY DREAMS”
and this month we are privileged
GUILD
to NEEDLEWORK
be motivated& TEXTILE
and inspired
OF MICHIGAN
by entries from 12 members who have
shared their dreams with us.
The challenges are just one of the ways
that we can share our stories
through our art and we hope that,
as time permits, we will continue to see
more members participating each month.
We know that some projects take
more time, so please remember
that there is really no time limit
on the submission of the results
of any monthly challenge.
On the last page of this packet
you will see some more results
from challenge
#2 An October State of Mind.
Terrie, Sharon & Judy
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FROM: Meena Schaldenbrand

Banished To A Memory Jar!
Dreaming that Corona quickly becomes a bad memory.
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FROM: Rick Ware
For many people, trains both
real and model are closely
associated with the Christmas
season, especially since the
movie The Polar Express.
My quilt depicts a scene from a tradition that
dates from 1943 known as the Santa Claus
Special,, believed to be the world’s longest
Special
Santa parade that extends 110 miles through
eastern Kentucky, southwestern Virginia, and
eastern Tennessee. It was started by a hardware store and the newspaper of Kingsport,
TN to distribute candy and gifts to needy
families in towns along the tracks. The Kingsport Chamber of Commerce, a local based
grocery chain, and the railroad company
CSX Transportation presently coordinate
the collection of gifts and volunteers.

The construction of this quilt, 16.5” X 19.5”,
is different than I have done previously
in that very little commercially printed
fabric was used - the trees, gravel on the
ground, and Santa.
Working from several photographs for reference,
I drew the train car on the base fabric and
painted it as well as the sky. The crowd was
painted on a separate fabric and fused to the
background along with the trees. Stitching was
added with the long-arm machine. The toys,
except for the nutcracker that Santa is holding,
are vintage embroidered patches. The miniature
wreaths and garland were hand-stitched to the
banner and I traced the logo from one of the reference photos. Small pom-poms were glued to the
knit hats of the crowd. Strings of plastic beads
were painted and glued to the largest tree.

FROM: Sophie
Malkowicz
I started this quilt in 2007.
I cut out snowflakes and
satin stitched them on.
After doing a few of them
I put the quilt aside and
for got about it. Last year
I purchased an embroidery
machine and decided to
continue the Snowflake
quilt. The border has to
be finished then it’s done.
The best part is that the
pattern is also the quilting.
My assistant’s name
is Ares,
Ares, the Greek
god of war.
AND: I am making
these towels for
Christmas for some
family members and
friends as stocking
stuffers.
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FROM: Nadine
Cloutier
I love making these each
year as gifts.
The Joy Star and Holiday
Star are both mug rugs
created by rug hooking
wool stripes on a linen
backing. The piece is then
glued to felt and trimmed.
The Santa face pin is also
created using the needle-felting method and
sheep locks for the beard
and hair.
The felted tree pins are
done by using dyed
Corriedale wool roving
that is needle-felted to the
shape, then embellished
with beads and an abalone
bird fetish.
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FROM: Sandy Aasgaard
Here are the pictures of the Christmas
stockings I made for my 1 year old
Great Granddaughter, Emma, for her first
Christmas. The other stocking for Mila,
Emma’s half sister.
I made my kids stockings, and then my
Grandchildren, so I wanted to keep the
custom going as long as I could.
They are made of felt. I made the appliques
from my own designs, using help from
the computer; enhanced them with all
the new sewing machine gadgets and
my “experience”.
They are already on their way to Chicago.
!
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FROM:
Mary kaye Aukee
Here is my December
piece. Trying to make
something new each
month. Best part of
this is got the garage
cleaned up. All the dye
stuff put away. John is
happy with me. Going
to work on Natalya’s
now. Keeping my
fingers crossed.
I am dreaming of wearing this eco-dyed scarf
with my black velvet
Christmas outfit.
So sad there will be
no parties.
Had one mordanted
scarf left. Put in
exhausted madder dye
overnight. Wrapped
up some leaves. Put in
remaining exhausted
black walnut for an hour,
let sit overnight.
It made Christmas red.
Wow. Even the black
looks shiny green
in some light.
!
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FROM: Terrie Voigt
Kent, my daughters and I made
the hard choice not to spend
Thanksgiving together and it
may not be safe by Christmas.
How do we cope during the
holidays with such loss and
sadness through our craft?
For me, not that well.
However, I took up the challenge,
Holiday Dreams, and am
crocheting scarves for the girls
and my granddaughter.
If we can’t share a meal together
on Christmas, Kent and I can
certainly drop off gifts at their
doors. The scarves will be an
added surprise.
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FROM:
Judy Loyd
This is from our 1st ever Zoom
workshop with David Owens
Hastings in October.
I cut up a Cook’s Illustrated
cover, reassembled,
free-motion stitched an
oversized star anise, found
some real star anise
at Eastern Market, and dried
a orange... a regular Martha
Stewart act.
Finished by mounting on pale
gold rice paper from my stash.
This will be my Holiday
decor this year... “all cut up,
pieces everywere but still
hanging in there!!!”
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FROM: Jeanne Sarna
This Santa card starts off with
a gel printed background which
had multiple layers of inks and
paints, then I die cut the rest.
To be in keeping with the times
I added a mask for Santa so he
will be safe.
The Christmas tree is knit with
wire & beads. I make these in
assorted bead combinations
and this is one of my best sellers,
it has Swarovski clear crystals
& white pearls, a stick pin holds
the tree topper and makes it
easy to put on and off.
The Pandemic has turned me
into a mask maker, the masks I
make are double filtered and are
all fully lined in a breathable cotton. I make my masks in 4 sizes
because I believe they need to
be sized correctly to the persons
size. The styles are: elastic, ear
loops and adjustable with a
toggle. “T” shirt yarn is used for
the adjustable with the toggle,
it has give but is not as tight
feeling as the elastic, and great
for those that have to wear a
mask for long periods. These
masks are designed to hold up
well to the washer and dryer.
The samples are a few of the
masks in holiday/winter patterns.
I am working on a catalogue
so family & friends can e-mail
to receive the latest offerings,
to request a catalogue e-mail
jsarna@PageAdditions.com
All are available at the
Village Fine Arts Gallery
in Rochester Hills,
142 North Adams Road,
Rochester Hills, MI 48309.
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FROM: Maria Wood
I’ve been making lots of
Christmas stockings, large and
small. Used upholstery sample
fabrics, velvets, novelty cottons
and embroidered silks (via sample
books) plus goodies from the
CCC Free Table. They are
trimmed in faux fur or velvet.
The pillows all have
bells panels with
6 different backs.
Also still making
face masks with
bias binding for the ties.
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SHOW & TELL #3 - HOLIDAY EXTRAS These are definately not needlework or textiles...
but they certainly are creative!
So here is a bonus page of Holiday baking dreams.
FROM: Boisali Biswas
My daugher, Esha, makes
these simple apple pies
flavored with spicebush
berries from the woods.

FROM: Jeanine Sarna
Here’s my “Turkey” Pumpkin pie.

Best
Bird!
BONUS:
The perfect wine for “needlework”!
A whipstitch is a simple sewing stitch that is
used in crocheting, knitting and sewing, and
in which the needle is passed in and out of
the fabric in a series of stitches that circle an
edge of the fabric. Whip stitching creates a
nice edge and prevents the fabric from unraveling.

Not simple!
Works of art!
FROM: Judy Loyd
I’ve been baking fruitcakes
since 1970. According
to my friends,
they are quite
eatable!

FROM: Sophie Malkowicz
Hi ladies, I started this quilt at the beginning of September
for the fiber challenge #2 thinking, since I had two
months to finish, it would be no problem. Ha!
I used coloring book pictures for the pumpkin,
spiderweb, ghosts, witch’s hat and broom.
The haunted house was done on the embroidery
machine and the bats and cat were from fabrics
that I cut out, enlarged and used as patterns.
Except for the house, everything is satin stitched
down. I’m hoping I’ll have it done for next Halloween.
Stay safe and HAPPY HOLIDAYS.

OCT.
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